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Learn to author HTML Help systems in 2 days! There is no need to spend weeks and lots of money

learning to create HTML Help Files. This book will show you how in 2 short days. What's RoboHelp

HTML Edition 7.0? It's a program specifically created to produce HTML Help systems for Windows

98 and NT 5. This book won't replace your user manual or serve as the end-all in technical

references. And this book doesn't waste your time with a lot of help system verbage that you don't

need. Rather, RoboHelp HTML Edition 7.0 is a 256-page beginner workbook that you'll find

easy-to-use. In fact, this tutorial will have you creating HTML Help systems within two short days (or

less). Here's some of what you'll learn: Create a Standalone RoboHelp project, Change Project

Settings, Create Books & Topics, Compile a Help System, Create and Use Cascading Style Sheets,

Add Jumps and Links, Add Graphics & Multimedia, Create and format tables, Create and work with

Frames, Create an Index, Create custom windows, Add a Shortcut to the Desktop. AND MUCH

MORE!
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I bought "Robohelp HTML 7.0" because of a high priority project that I am currently on. We have to

update approximately 1000 pages of guidelines, procedures, and documentation for our Help Desk

Analysts. My collegue and I took an Intro to Robohelp Classic 7.0 class a few weeks ago, and the

instructor advised that this book would be good for us to get up to speed with the HTML version.

How right he was!!! This book is laid out beautifully, and the topics flow into each other nicely. If you

are someone who is new to HTML Help Authoring, or new to Help Authoring as a whole, both this

book and Mr. Siegel's Robohelp Classic 7.0 are great for self-training. Forget about the

documentation that comes with Robohelp -- it's no help at all, and mighty confusing. Again, a gem of



a book for anyone who does documentation.

Have you ever taken a beginner's software course in which you were the only actual beginner?

While the others were zipping through the exercises and asking the instructor probing questions,

you were stuck back on page three-feeling the slow burn of frustration.No one likes to feel like a

dummy, especially when you are wasting time and money in the process. So do yourself a favor if

you are learning RoboHELP or plan to take a workshop soon. Buy Kevin Siegel's RoboHELP

Classic and RoboHELP HTML Edition training courses and learn at your own pace. (Each manual

costs about what an hour of training does.) A good workshop can then serve to reinforce what you

already know and allow you a chance to ask about what you don't understand.

When our company purchased RoboHelp, I began a search for a very user friendly guide to teach

me this product, as quickly and easily as possible. I decided to give RoboHelp 7.0 HTML Edition 2

Days by Kevin Siegel of IconLogic, a chance. I am very thankful I did!! The guide was easy to follow

and I thoroughly enjoyed each session. Kevin has broken his material into sections which enable

the user to gain confidence, and a sense of accomplishment, in a short period of time. Kevin

Siegel's style is such that you honestly believe he is talking to you and his helpful tips and

comments give insight that will definitely save you time and energy. As I went through the guide I

was constantly calling my fellow workers into my office to show them what I had just learned about

this giant product, RoboHelp, in just one day. As time has progressed, I have kept the guide handy

for quick reference, and today purchased the book Kevin has written for version 9.0. I look forward

to his guidance, drills and personal insight! Thanks for a great guide!!

A week ago the concept of creating HTML Help was beyond me. Not any more. I completed every

activity in this wonderful book and now I feel confident that I can create HTML Help on my own.This

is a very complete book, and it even covers some advanced HTML concepts... something I did not

expect. I'm a web master and I love the way this book covers frames and forms. I have to admit that

I should know those HTML concepts better, but the book taught me some stuff I had not

considered.This book got me through!

Fairly light - I was looking for more detail and discussion of advanced RH features. Not much more

depth than provided by the application tutorial. :(This book is ok if you know very little about

windows, navigation, MS-word-like features.Little help for the price.
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